M2 occlusion stroke is unclear, and we studied the incidence of deterioration as well as the incidence of interventional treatment at our center.

Methods We retrospectively reviewed patients admitted to our comprehensive stroke center with an acute ischemic stroke due to occlusion of an M2 branch of the middle cerebral artery who underwent MRI brain during their hospitalization, and analyzed their clinical and imaging features. The M2 segment was defined as distal to the first bifurcating branch. FLAIR hyperintense vessels were defined as a linear hyperintensity present on two or more slices conforming to the location of the middle cerebral artery. Neurologic deterioration was defined as a decline by more than 4 NIHSS points or a sustained new neurologic deficit.

Results A total of 98 patients were treated at our center for M2 occlusion from 2012–2017. 71 patients (72%) received an MRI brain during their hospitalization and were included in this analysis. FLAIR hyperintense vessels were present in a total of 30 (42.3%), 20 patients (28.2%) deteriorated during their stay, and FHV were present in 12/20 of these patients. Of the 51 patients who did not deteriorate, FHV were present in only 17 of them. Patients who deteriorated appeared to be more likely to have FHV than those who did not deteriorate (47% difference, CI 21.4243–63.4427, p = 0.0004). Figure 1 demonstrates the presence of FHV in a patient which resolved after mechanical thrombectomy, supporting the hypothesis that FHV represents the ischemic penumbra.

Conclusion FHV may be a risk factor for neurologic decline in patients with M2 occlusion, though more data is needed to determine the utility of FHV in assessing risk of neurologic worsening. Our analysis did not take into account differences between treated and untreated patients; prior studies have suggested FHV correlates with ischemic penumbra and may correlate with better collateral circulation. Further studies are needed to correlate FHV with perfusion imaging and outcome adjusted for treatment.


E-056 CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF OCT IN NEUROINTERVENTIONAL ANGIOGRAPHY: A RETROSPECTIVE CROSS-SECTIONAL OBSERVATIONAL ANALYSIS

E Luther*, R Starke. University of Miami Department of Neurological Surgery, Miami, FL

Introduction Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a novel intraluminal imaging modality that uses optical backscattering to produce cross-sectional images of tissue. The technique has already proven useful in the coronary vasculature for evaluation of plaques, stent-vessel interactions, dissections and intimal healing. However, there is limited data regarding the current applications of OCT in cerebrovascular imaging.

Methods We performed a retrospective analysis of the Nationwide Inpatient Sample (NIS) between 2009–2015. Patients with an ICD-9-CM procedure code indicating use of OCT (38.25) and an ICD-9-CM diagnosis code indicating either presence of an intracranial aneurysm/SAH (437.3 or 430), carotid/vertebrobasilar/intracranial atherosclerosis with or without associated cerebral infarction (433.xx or 434.xx), or carotid/vertebrobasilar arterial dissection (443.21 or 443.24) were included. Primary diagnosis codes, primary procedure codes, hospital region, hospital teaching status, rate of iatrogenic neurologic injury, and time to use of OCT were evaluated in an effort to identify current inpatient OCT practices in neurointerventional angiography.

Results 7 patients in the NIS were identified as having undergone OCT for a cerebrovascular pathology between the years of 2009–2015. Average age was 71.3 years. 2 patients were female and only 28% were elective admissions. 4 patients were discharged home, 2 would be discharged to a long-term care facility and 1 patient would require home health care. The two most common primary diagnoses were carotid artery occlusion/stenosis with or without mention of cerebral infarction (433.11 and 433.10, respectively). The two most common primary procedures were diagnostic cerebral angiography and carotid endarterectomy (88.41 and 38.12, respectively). Median LOS was 3 days. The only hospital regions represented were the Northeast and the South and those in the South were solely performed at urban non-teaching hospitals while those in the Northeast were only at urban teaching hospitals. Interestingly, OCT was performed on the same day as all primary procedures except for one patient who underwent OCT two days prior to undergoing elective carotid endarterectomy. Interestingly, this was also the only patient who experienced iatrogenic cerebral infarction/hemorrhage during the admission.

Conclusions Although OCT has proven to be an effective adjunct imaging modality in the coronary vasculature, few neurointerventionalists have adopted it since it received FDA-approval in 2010. Moreover, it appears that those who have begun to use it have only applied it to atherosclerotic disease despite the fact that several animal and cadaveric studies have proven it effective in identifying both aneurysm neck morphology and endothelialization post-embolization. The utility and efficacy of OCT in various cerebrovascular pathologies warrant further investigations.
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E-057 ADMISSION CT PERFUSION MAY UNDERESTIMATE INITIAL INFARCT CORE IN ISOLATED DEEP MIDDLE CEREBRAL ARTERY STROKES

M Bouslama*, K Ravindran, G Rodrigues, L Pisani, D Haussen, C Barreira, M Frankel, R Naguerra. Emory University/Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, GA

Background and purpose Proper identification of infarct core is crucial in establishing stroke prognosis and determining whether a patient might be a candidate for endovascular therapy (ET). We sought to study those cases in which admission CTP misses a core lesion that is present on initial non-contrast CT.

Methods Review of a prospectively collected database of endovascular patients with anterior circulation Large vessel occlusion strokes from January 2014-November 2018. Only patients with an e-ASPECT score <10 and adequate CTP maps were included. A Total Missed infarct Core (TMC) was defined as a CTP core lesion (rCBF<30%) <1 cc with a visualized hypodensity on initial non-contrast CT.
Results 629 patients qualified for the study. Median age was 64 [54–75], median NIHSS was 16 [12.5–21] and median time from last-known normal to CT was 317 mins [193–578]. 161 (25.6%) presented with a TMC. On univariate analysis a TMC was associated with isolated deep MCA strokes (77.6% vs 56.6%, p < 0.001) and higher collateral scores (3.2[3–3] vs 2 [1–3], p < 0.001). There were no differences between patients presenting with a TMC and others in good outcomes (mRS 0–2) (50.8% vs 47.6%, p = 0.53) or 90-day mortality (23% vs 17.6%, p = 0.17) while TMC patients had lower rates of any parenchymal hematomas (5.2% vs 14.6%, p = 0.02). After adjusting for potential confounders, isolated deep MCA strokes was identified as an independent predictor of TMC (OR 2.49 95% CI 1.63–3.8, p < 0.001).

Conclusions Our results show that CT perfusion might miss infarct core in 25% of the case, especially in isolated deep MCA strokes. In those cases, a CT Perfusion based paradigm to determine eligibility for ET might not be as accurate. Future studies looking into the optimal selection tools for this patient population as well as refinements of the post-processing algorithms addressing this pitfall are warranted.

Disclosures M. Bouslama: None. K. Ravindran: None. G. Rodrigues: None. L. Pisani: None. D. Haussen: None. C. Barreira: None. M. Frankel: None. R. Nogueira: 2; C; Stryker Neurovascular (Trevo-2 Trial PI - modest, DAWN Trial PI – no payment, Trevo Registry Steering Committee – no payment, Physician Advisory Board/Consultant – significant), Covidiem/Medtronic (SWIFT and SWIFT-PRIME Steering Committee - modest, STAR Trial Core Lab - significant), Neuravi/Covidien/Medtronic (SWIFT and SWIFT-PRIME Steering Committee - modest.STAR Trial Core Lab - significant), Phenox (Physician Advisory Board - modest), Stryker (Trevo-2 Trial PI - simple, Physician Advisory Board - modest). D. Haussen: None. M. Frankel: None. P. Nicholson: No payment. E.-K. Tzeng: No payment. M. Vlimmeren: 1; T; Krings, 1V Mendes Pereira. 1Joint Department of Medical Imaging, University Health Network, Toronto, ON, Canada; 2Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands

Background and purpose Time is essential for treatment of acute ischemic stroke (AIS) for patients with large-vessel occlusion (LVO). It is now well established that decreasing the time between stroke-onset to groin-puncture significantly improves functional outcomes for these patients (Bourcie et al., 2019). One potential method of shortening this time is to by-pass the CT department and bring patients directly to the angiosuite for baseline imaging. However, in order for this to gain mainstream acceptance, the diagnostic quality of cone beam CT performed in the angiosuite needs to be comparable to that of conventional CT to exclude haemorrhages and well-define the stroke core. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the imaging quality of the latest generation cone beam CT (CB-CT) imaging to conventional multidetector CT (MD-CT) using a quantitative and qualitative analysis.

Methods Patients with AIS who received endovascular mechanical thrombectomy were prospectively included in this monocentric study (n=55). Baseline MD-CT imaging acquired in CT was compared to one of two CB-CT imaging protocols acquired in the angiosuite: either the traditional CB-CT imaging protocol or the newest generation CB-CT imaging protocol, which has a faster acquisition time and improved built-in reconstruction algorithms. All three imaging datasets were analyzed using quantitative and qualitative measures. Average houndsfield units and standard deviations were calculated in 4 gray and 4 white matter regions and a contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was calculated. Two neuroradiologists with varying levels of expertise assessed 6 measures of image quality (Noise, Artefacts, Gray/white matter differentiation, Subarachnoid space sharpness, Ventricular margins, Distinctiveness of posterior fossa contents) using a 5-point Likert-scale (1= Very poor, 2= Poor, 3= Acceptable, 4= Good; 5= Very Good). Diagnosis of early ischemic changes were quantified using ASPECTS and scores were compared between groups.

Results Mean CNR in MD-CT (2.86±0.72) was superior to CB-CT imaging (2.24±0.87; p=<0.01); however, after dose correction (MD-CT= 105 mGy vs. CB-CT= 65 mGy), the difference in mean CNR values between both groups was eliminated (CB-CT dose corrected CNR= 2.93±1.29; p=0.58). Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance with follow-up Dunn’s tests revealed that although MD-CT is superior to CB-CT image quality, the latest generation CB-CT imaging protocol provides images that are consistently superior to the traditional CB-CT imaging protocol in all 6 categories scored. New CB-CT images had less noise (p =<0.001) and artefacts (p =<0.01), and better gray/white matter differentiation (p =<0.001), subarachnoid space sharpness (p =<0.001), ventricular margins (p =<0.01) and distinctiveness of Posterior fossa contents (p =<0.02) compared to traditional CB-CT. Additionally, 90.3% of new CB-CT (n=28/31) scans were deemed acceptable to give an ASPECTS score, compared to only 50% of traditional CB-CT (n=3/6) images.

Conclusions The latest generation of CB-CT images are superior to older CB-CT imaging protocols, having superior quantitative and qualitative features. Although MD-CT is still superior, recent improvements suggest that CB-CT is acceptable for emergency stroke imaging assessment before mechanical thrombectomy, which reduces door-to-groin puncture times and improve patient outcomes.
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